Nissan frontier 7 pin trailer harness

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Buy Genuine Original parts for
your vehicle and ensure the quality and fit of the part for your vehicle! Status can change at any
time without notice. No exceptions. Illinois residents will be subject to Illinois State Sales Tax.
Very easy to install. The only exception is, the mounting plate for the connector was not
provded. Overall product met my expectation. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
brnparts. Sent me a set with no relay. When I tried to return it he refused to refund me my
money. I had multiple discussions with him that he did not send me all the parts but he kept
lying and cheating me out of my money. Stay away from this cheap liar!!!! Verified purchase:
Yes Condition: new Sold by: nissanhawk. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
quirkparts. Item was exactly as described. It was new, OEM and fit my Frontier. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information nissanhawk Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Matteson, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by nissanhawk. NissanHawk
nissanhawk Nissan Frontier 7 pin Trailer Hitch Harness. Fits : model Frontier. Returns -All
returns must be in the original packaging. These charges are the sole responsibility of the
buyer. Hawkinson Nissan LLC does not pay for any of these fees. Please check with your local
country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or
buying. All customs fees and charges are normally included from the shipping company or
collected when you. These fees are not additional shipping charges. Please do not ask us to
under-value merchandise or mark the item as a gift on customs forms. Shipping and handling.
This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and
Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 11 reviews. Nice product! X Previous
image. Cheap Liar Sent me a set with no relay. Great OEM product Item was exactly as
described. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Connect your Frontier hitch with ease. Relays,
hardware, and instructions are all included. International Priority Shipping. Connect your

Frontier hitch with ease. Relays, hardware, and instructions are all included. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. This item is out of stock. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information conquestautoparts Contact seller. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping
options. See details. Item location:. League City, Texas, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international
shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Tap here for Installation instructions. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 0 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 0.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment
methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There
are 0 items available. If you're going to tow a trailer you'll need to have have a connection for its
lights and brakes, if so equipped. I highly suggest that you install the 7-pin type; an inexpensive
adapter will enable you to connect to 4-pin wiring should you need it. I also suggest that you
purchase the wiring kit from Nissan part T8-BR Some aftermarket vendors will sell you a wiring
harness for your truck, but they don't include the relays needed to make the lighting work
properly. You can buy this kit from any Nissan dealer and from many sources online. I found
mine at an eBay vendor named nissanhawk , a long-time respected eBay seller. I paid online via
Paypal. I received an email confirmation after placing the order, together with shipping
information. The kit arrived at the door three days after purchase, which I consider to be
fantastic. Everything arrived in the original packaging and appeared to be in good shape. There
were no instructions included with the kit, but there was a link to the Nissan website where they
could be found link listed below. Medium difficulty, a little more so if you are using an
aftermarket hitch; more on that later. This job could be accomplished by an owner with modest
mechanical skills and required only basic hand tools to do the electrical work. Installation of the
harnesses and relays took me about 30 minutes, while mounting the connector to the bumper
took me a little over an hour. Here's the process:. Download the installation instructions from
my site h ere. First, you'll need to remove the passenger side door sill plate and the side kick
panel. Nothing tricky here--they just snap in place so pull them off. Prepare the relay harness.
Three relays are included in the kit; if you have a manual transmission truck, plug all three into
the harness. If you have an automatic, just use two of the relays; the instructions will tell you
which slots to use. You can see that my truck is an automatic:. When the relays are in place,
wrap them in the provided foam tape to protect them and keep them in place:. Now for the tough
job--the relay harness needs to be plugged into the inline connector located behind the
passenger side kick panel. It is a white connector that is hidden behind several others in the
area; I found mine back near the firewall, taped to another bundle of wires with white tape. I
couldn't get a good pic, but the shot below will give you some idea of what to look for:. Plug the
relay harness into the inline connector. Replace the kick panel and the sill plate and you're
ready to move to the rear of the truck. Locate the two inline connectors attached to the driver's
side of the frame in the rear. They look like this:. Using a small screwdriver, Push in the tabs on

the sides of the connectors and remove the dummy plugs. Plug in the two connectors on the
end of the terminal harness; it will be obvious where to place them, and you can't connect them
in the wrong place. Use one of the supplied zip-ties to secure the wiring harness to the hitch
and you're done! If you have an aftermarket hitch, read on. No matter what type of hitch you are
using, you might want to consider locating the terminal connector somewhere other than on a
bracket hanging below the hitch; it's very vulnerable there and can be damaged or even scraped
off even if you aren't a radical off-roader. There are a number of options, but I like to have the
connector installed in the rear bumper itself--by the licence plate. That's the location of choice
for several other manufacturers, and it works well there. You'll need to drill a large hole in the
bumper; that's a scary proposition for some owners, but it's not as hard to accomplish as you
might think. Want to try? Read on. You'll need a good power drill and a bimetal hole saw. You
can use a cordless drill, but it should be a larger model with plenty of torque. My Makita 18v drill
worked just fine:. Take the time to use mask off the connector location; it takes only a few
minutes and will protect your chrome from accidents:. Now it's time to drag out the heavy
artillery. When the pilot bit is through the bumper and the hole saw engages the metal, work
carefully to keep the saw flush with the bumper. If you have a new saw, it will cut through the
bumper in only a minute or two. Take just a few minutes to clean up the opening and spray it
with a little paint to keep the bare metal from rusting:. Now we'll need to get the terminal
connector through the hole, and that will require some more work. First we'll need to
disassemble the harness. Begin by removing the protective shield; it's done by opening two
clips:. Now you can unplug the wiring harness from the terminal connector:. Now for a little
detail work. We need to get the terminal connector through the hole we've just drilled and it
won't fit because there are some plastic tabs on the back that are designed to hold it in place in
the OEM hitch bracket. These tabs will have to be removed, and there are many ways to do it. I
used a bench grinder and a Dremel tool, but other owners have just hacked them off with a pair
of diagonal clippers. Just be careful that you don't go too far and damage the case of the
connector. Once you've trimmed the connector, slip it into the hole in the bumper; mine took a
slight tap with a rubber mallet. Hold the connector in the place you want it mounted and mark
the location of the mounting holes. Remove the masking tape from the bumper and clean up the
area. Slip the terminal connector back into the hole and secure it using the two M6 bolts and
nuts supplied with the kit. Now go to the back of the bumper and reconnect the harness to the
back of the terminal connector. Replace the protective shield you removed in step You're done!
The connector is in a safe place and the installation looks like it was done at the factory. Not
very expensive , and the result is a tow package done right! Here's the process: 1. You can see
that my truck is an automatic: When the relays are in place, wrap them in the provided foam
tape to protect them and keep them in place: 3. I couldn't get a good pic, but the shot below will
give you some idea of what to look for: Plug the relay harness into the inline connector. My
Makita 18v drill worked just fine: 9. Take the time to use mask off the connector location; it
takes only a few minutes and will protect your chrome from accidents: Take just a few minutes
to clean up the opening and spray it with a little paint to keep the bare metal from rusting: Begin
by removing the protective shield; it's done by opening two clips: Now you can unplug the
wiring harness from the terminal connector: This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. Buy Genuine Original parts for your vehicle and ensure the quality and fit of
the part for your vehicle! Status can change at any time without notice. No exceptions. Illinois
residents will be subject to Illinois State Sales Tax. Very easy to install. The only exception is,
the mounting plate for the connector was not provded. Overall product met my expectation.
Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: brnparts. Sent me a set with no relay. When I
tried to return it he refused to refund me my money. I had multiple discussions with him that he
did not send me all the parts but he kept lying and cheating me out of my money. Stay away
from this cheap liar!!!! Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: nissanhawk. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: quirkparts. Item was exactly as described. It was new,
OEM and fit my Frontier. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated
Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
nissanhawk Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or

tab. Item location:. Matteson, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other
countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility
information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by
nissanhawk. NissanHawk nissanhawk Nissan Frontier 7 pin Trailer Hitch Harness. Fits : model
Frontier. Returns -All returns must be in the original packaging. These charges are the sole
responsibility of the buyer. Hawkinson Nissan LLC does not pay for any of these fees. Please
check with your local country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be
prior to bidding or buying. All customs fees and charges are normally included from the
shipping company or collected when you. These fees are not additional shipping charges.
Please do not ask us to under-value merchandise or mark the item as a gift on customs forms.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping
options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback
on nissanhawk from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Very good eBay seller!
Quick response!!!!!! Thanks again. Shipping seemed to take forever but no fault of seller. The
faithful USPS??? Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 11 reviews.
Nice product! X Previous image. Cheap Liar Sent me a set with no relay. Great OEM product
Item was exactly as described. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Connect your Frontier
hitch with ease. Relays, hardware, and instructions are all included. International Priority
Shipping. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping
option will not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at
checkout. Select a Year:. Trailer Tow Harness 7-pin. This product fits 17 vehicle variants.
Nissan: 1 models, 17 variants between and Show More. Fulfillment Options. In Store Pickup.
Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. People Also Bought. King Cab. Tailgate
Caps Pre Bed Rail Caps. Tow Hook 1-piece. Coral Springs Nissan. Accepted Payments. Email
this product. Email Address. Website Disclaimer: This website is intended for general
descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an
offer, representation or warranty express or implied by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested
parties should confirm the accuracy of any info
vectra c anti roll bar bushes
nutribullet parts diagram
1997 chevy 1500 ignition wiring diagram
rmation in this website with their Nissan dealer before relying on it to make a purchase
decision. Nissan North America, Inc. Due to continuous product development and other preand post-production factors, actual parts, materials and specifications may vary from this
website. Availability and delivery times may vary. Website Accessibility Statement Coral
Springs Nissans goal is to reduce potential access barriers to its website. However, some of the

content on this website is within the exclusive control of the web platform provider and other
third parties. If you have an issue accessing any page or feature or content on this website, for
further assistance or to report a problem with the website, please contact our Web Accessibility
Team at accessibility csamauto. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

